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Background 
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The Hong Kong ICT Awards aims at recognising and 
promoting outstanding information and communications 
technology (ICT) inventions and applications, thereby 
encouraging innovation and excellence among Hong Kong's 
ICT talent and enterprises in their constant pursuit of creative 
and better solutions to meet business and social needs. 

The Hong Kong ICT Awards was established in 2006 with 
the collaborative efforts of the industry, academia and the 
Government. Steered by the Office of the Government Chief 
Information Officer, and organised by Hong Kong ICT 
industry associations and professional bodies, the Awards 
aims at building a locally espoused and internationally 
acclaimed brand of ICT awards. 

There are eight categories under the Hong Kong ICT Awards 
2023. There is one Grand Award in each category, and an 
"Award of the Year" is selected from the eight Grand Awards 
by the Grand Judging Panel. 

Hong Kong ICT Awards 2023: ICT Startup Award 

Hong Kong ICT Awards 2023: ICT Startup Award aims at 
discovering and recognising the outstanding local ICT startup 
companies which focus on software, hardware and social 
innovation areas and, reward their distinguished 
development based on their growth, innovation, creativity, 
functionality, market potential and performance. 
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Message from Chairman 
:EIMIUlf 

Mr. Keith LI 
Chairman, Hong Kong Wireless Technology Industry Association (WTIA) 
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I am delighted to extend my warmest congratulations to all 
the winners of the Hong Kong ICT Awards 2023: ICT Startup 
Award. This year's event has been a tremendous success. 

First and foremost, I would like to express my sincere 
gratitude to the Office of the Government Chief Information 
Officer (OGCIO) for entrusting WTIA with the responsibility of 
organising this prestigious award. It has been a privilege to 
lead this initiative and witness the remarkable journey of 
Hong Kong's ICT startup ecosystem. 

I am thrilled to announce that this year's Hong Kong ICT 
Startup Award has broken all previous records, with a 
staggering total of 105 applications received. This remarkable 
increase in participation highlights the unwavering spirit and 
resilience of our local innopreneurs. It is a testament to their 
determination and dedication to pushing the boundaries of 
innovation even in the face of challenging times. 

None of this would have been possible without the invaluable 
contributions of our esteemed judges and assessors. Their 
expertise, diligence, and commitment to fair and impartial 
judging have been instrumental in ensuring the integrity and 
credibility of the award. I extend my heartfelt appreciation to 
each and every one of them for their invaluable time and 
effort. 

As we move forward, the Hong Kong ICT Startup Award will 
continue to serve as a vibrant innovation hub, bringing 
together aspiring entrepreneurs, industry leaders, and 
stakeholders to foster collaboration, knowledge sharing, and 
growth. Together, we will build a thriving ecosystem that 
nurtures and empowers the next generation of 
groundbreaking startups. 

Once again, congratulations to all the winners and 
participants of the Hong Kong ICT Awards 2023: ICT Startup 
Award. Your remarkable achievements inspire us all and 
reaffirm Hong Kong's position as a global leader in the realm 
of technology and innovation. 
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Message from Chairman of Judging Panel 
~m~~~:EIMIHlf 

Prof Erwin HUANG 
Associate Director, 

Technology Leadership and Entrepreneurship Program 
The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology 

On behalf of the Final Judging Panel, it is with great pleasure 
that I extend my heartfelt congratulations to all the deserving 
winners of this year's prestigious Hong Kong ICT Awards 
2023: ICT Startup Award. Your remarkable achievements 
and unwavering commitment to innovation have truly 
impressed us. 

Throughout the evaluation process, we were happily 
surprised by the diverse range of innovative startups that 
emerged from the dynamic landscape of Hong Kong's ICT 
sector. Your groundbreaking solutions have not only 
showcased the immense talent and potential within our city, 
but they have also captured the attention of the global tech 
community. Your dedication to pushing the boundaries of 
technology is commendable, and we are excited to see how 
your visionary ideas will shape the future. 

Furthermore, it is encouraging to witness entrepreneurs from 
different age groups coming together to form more mature 
startups. The diversity of experiences and perspectives 
brought by individuals of varying age groups has contributed 
to the creation of resilient and well-rounded companies. This 
inclusivity fosters a culture where ideas can flourish, and the 
resulting startups demonstrate a high level of professionalism 
and adaptability. Your collective success is a testament to 
the power of collaboration and the strength of Hong Kong's 
entrepreneurial spirit. 

Once again, congratulations to all the winners of the Hong 
Kong ICT Awards 2023: ICT Startup Award. Your 
achievements inspire us all and reaffirm Hong Kong's 
position as a leading global hub for innovation and 
technology. We look forward to witnessing your continued 
growth and impact on the ICT landscape. 
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ICT Startup Award Judging Panel 
~~ifi!Jni 7d1!U~~~iifimi!i~ ~ 

Chief Judge ~ Jttf:ffi' : 
Prof Erwin HUANG, Associate Director, Technology 
Leadership and Entrepreneurship Program, The Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology 

From Left S3 ~ ~: 

Mr. Alvin LAM, Founder, T12M Ventures 

Mr. Mingles TSOI, Chief eXploration Officer, ParticleX 

Prof YEUNG Yuet-bor, Adjunct Professor, Department of 
Computer Science, Hong Kong Baptist University (Observer) 

Mr. Martin YIP, Chief Technology Officer (ES) and Vice 
President of Sales Engineering, HKBN Enterprise Solutions 
Limited 

Mr. Keith LI, Chairman, Hong Kong Wireless Technology 
Industry Association ( Non-Judging Panel Member) 

Prof Erwin HUANG, Associate Director, Technology 
Leadership and Entrepreneurship Program, The Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology 

Mr. Gabriel PANG, Chairman, Hong Kong Digital 
Entertainment Association 

Ms. Cari WU, Assistant Government Chief Information Officer 
(Industry Development) (Acting), Office of the Government 
Chief Information Officer 

Mr. Reeve KWAN, Co-Founder, GOGOX 

Ms. Jess MAK, Senior Vice President, Hutchison 
Telecommunications (Hong Kong) Limited 

Mr. Rex SHAM, Co-Founder and Chief Science Officer, 
Insight Robotics 4 

Deputy Chief Judge @ilj ~ Jttf:ffi' : 
Mr. Gabriel PANG, Chairman, Hong Kong Digital 
Entertainment Association 
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ICT Startup Grand Award 
and ICT Startup (Hardware and Devices) 
Gold Award 
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LASENSE TECHNOLOGY LIMITED PJIJi\UlUi:fii!R.~~ l.a~f1SE 
J6f!Jf? DII !ill IJJ a 

la EnsE 

Introduction 

LaSense Technology is a National High-Tech Enterprise 
specializing in laser gas sensing technology. Their strong 
foundation comes from decades of cutting-edge research 
experience in the field of advanced laser spectroscopy by the 
elite research team from CUHK. 

The team has an in-house developed a series of high 
precision gas instrument and sensor products that meet 
national precision instrument requirements. In the national 
strategy of "Carbon Peaking and Carbon Neutrality", they 
provide solution to the urgent market need of precise 
emission data for gridded carbon emission monitoring for the 
government, and carbon trading market for industries, whilst 
promoting the establishment of national carbon monitoring 
standards. 
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LaSense is expanding its R&D efforts in the field of medical 
technology recently, launching the world' s first Breath VOC 
Analyzer dedicated for early lung cancer screening, as well as 
developing the first high precision photoacoustic 
spectrometer in the country. 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~ffl~~~~~ 

LaSense Technology Limited has the potential to 
revolutionize lung cancer screening, providing a valuable tool 
for healthcare providers and contributing to the early 
detection and treatment of this deadly disease. 

Overall, their commitment to innovation, potential impact, and 
focus on improving healthcare make them a strong candidate 
for the Hong Kong ICT Startup Awards, and the solution will 
be a game-changer in the early stage lung cancer diagnosis. 
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ICT Startup (Hardware and Devices) 
Silver Award 
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ATS 
Introduction 

Apicem Technology Services Company Limited provides 
ground breaking air technology platform, Baal Air TM simulates 
nature' s thunder cleaning mechanism. Provides first single 
resolution for indoor air quality problem in global market. 
Patented Baal Air™ safe and green disruptive technologies 
empowered by: 

- +-20kV HVEF with 70W-500W consumption; 

- Dedicated Metal Material Module technology with 90%+ 
airflow efficiency, melting point 1400C, wind pressure level 
10; 

- Own designed Edge Control System integrating traditional 
analog sensor and digital IOT to provide maintenance and 
security services as well as IAQ Monitoring through various 
network (WIFl/4G/5G/Bluetooth/LoRa) on hybrid cloud 
environment; 

The unique capabilities and benefits of Baal Air™ are: 

- Eliminates 99.99% superbug and virus; 

- Effectively remove smell, polluted air (CO2/NO2/H2S/NH3), 
PM10 (smoke) to PM1 .O; 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~i;•m~~~a:a 
ii'TM=-- E3 ii'Tac 

The Baal Air TM system provide an option with no secondary 
pollution for users, especially for property management 
sector, ensure to have a unique dust adsorption prevention 
system, and helps meet the ESG requirements. 
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ICT Startup (Hardware and Devices) 
Bronze Award 
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Hong Kong Well Life 
Biotechnology Limited 
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HONG KONG WELL LIFE 
BIOTECHNOLOGY LTD 

"OzGen" is a Aquaculture Sterilization and Oxygenation 
Monitoring Machine invented by Alex Lam. 

OzGen is specifically designed for high-density aquaculture to 
address the problems and environmental burdens associated 
with current high-density farming practices, aiming to 
enhance the sustainability of the aquaculture industry. By 
using OzGen throughout the farming cycle, it can improve 
water quality, increase dissolved oxygen levels, kill bacteria in 
the water, and enhance the fish environment under the same 
farming area and number of fish fry. 

As a result, OzGen can improve fish survival rate, accelerate 
fish growth, increase fish harvest, and boost profits for fish 
farmers. OzGen is an all-weather 24/7 farming machine that 
has undergone five years of rigorous testing in Hong Kong's 
aquaculture farms. It has shown significant improvements in 
"survival rate," "incidence of fish diseases," "feed 
conversation rate" and the crucial factor of "farming density," 
making it highly encouraging. OzGen is a comprehensive 
solution that addresses the challenges of "oxygen 
deficiency," "red tide," and "parasites outbreak" commonly 
faced in high-density farming, effectively improving farming 
efficiency and production volume. Therefore, the research 
and promotion of OzGen hold great significance for the future 
and sustainable development of Hong Kong's aquaculture 
industry. 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~ JiU~ § ~~ ai 
ii'T12::1=--E3ii'TDC 

The applicant demonstrates a strong commitment to 
advancing aquaculture practices through innovation and 
technology. Also, a positive contributions to environmental 
protection by improving traditional sea fish farming methods 
and enhancing water quality in aquaculture. 
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ICT Startup (Hardware and Devices) 
Certificate of Merit 
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Libpet Tech Limited 

~-'1-tt~~-~6] 

Introduction 

Libpet revealed that hundreds of millions of individuals with 
mobility impairments are reliant on wheelchairs to navigate 
their day-to-day activities. Regrettably, conventional 
wheelchairs are ill-equipped to traverse challenging terrains 
such as grass, sand, or stairs, thereby significantly hindering 
the user's freedom of mobility. 

There remains a conspicuous shortage of solutions tailored 
to the unique needs of individuals with disabilities. The team 
has engineered a state-of-the-art, all-terrain personal vehicle. 
This innovative device empowers users to manipulate 
direction, modulate speed, and negotiate stairs with the aid 
of a user-friendly control panel, or via the proprietary Libpet 
mobile application. -------

Comments from Judging Panel 
~li m:m: ~ ~~~ 
iiT'...,. :5:it- - El irf' DC 

The company showcases innovation by focusing on creating 
mobility-enabled products and delivering high-quality services 
to enhance accessibility. Their Al-empowered scooters with 
features like anti-collision, remote control, and stair-climbing 
address the unique needs of rehabilitation groups. 
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ICT Startup (Software and Apps) 
Gold Award 

R~flffi!JJ27d1PaU~~C-f4:Ji&fflffi~it)~-

Talentlabs Limited mJe~ttfl°~l~aJ 

</talentlabs> 
Introduction 

Talentlabs comprehensive fullstack technology career 
platform empowers individuals by equipping them with the 
skills necessary to transform lives. Through the immersive 
real-world learning experience, exceptional upskilling 
programs, affordable education financing, lucrative job 
opportunities, and collaborative community network in the 
technology sector, the solution provides the ideal platform for 
personal growth and professional success. 

The job matching feature utilizes cutting-edge big data and Al 
technologies to analyze users' learning journey and 
capabilities. This integrated approach of combining training 
and job placement enables the platform to offer high-quality 
and accessible technology talent solutions to corporations 
seeking top-notch candidates. 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~ili~ffi§~~ili~Ji 
D112:1::!iiii1!.:--EID1DD 

Talentlabs' s comprehensive platform, offering tech courses, 
access to a global tech community, networking events, and 
job opportunities, demonstrates their attention to 
"Functionality" and the needs of their users and find the 
gaping in between the demand and supply. 
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ICT Startup (Software and Apps) 
Silver Award 

~iflffi!ltt1cJ1mu~~<•tiamm1tin>1~• 

Llewellyn and Partners Company Limited 

.!~LPC 
i LLEWELLYN & PARTNERS CO. 

Introduction 

AutoCDE is a leading smart built asset management platform 
to address a significant painpoint - the lack of standardisation 
to quantify and visualise ESG and carbon performances. 
Through international standards and A.I., It maps KPls with 
the real-time data, penetrates goals to all actions, offering 
passive and active carbon credit sources. 

LPC (1 st Certified BSI Kitemark for BIM Software) is a group 
of passionate scientists, practicians, and educators with 1 O+ 
years of research, training and practical experience in 
cutting-edge technologies and international standards for the 
AECO industry. The team offers integrated digitalisation and 
standardisation solutions using BIM, GIS, A.I., loT and 
Blockchain technologies for the construction and real estate 
new normal. 

The team has hybrid skills and experiences in BIM, 
engineering, software development, and data science to 
provide effective solutions to challenges in the industry. In the 
last decade, the team has involved in large-scale information 
management projects and smart city development in the UK, 
China and Hong Kong. It includes the introduction of UK BIM 
level 2 (PAS1192/ISO 19650) into China. With the experience 
and knowledge, LPC an advocates of BIM in the bringing the 
West and East together East Asia to drive the digitalisation 
and smart city in Hong Kong. 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~ JiU~ § ~~ ai 
iiT12::1=--E3iiTDC 

The smart built asset management platform AutoCDE 
embodies a smart BIM solution to provide a new angle and 
dimension for the Smart Building or even Smart City 
development Blueprint. 
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ICT Startup (Software and Apps) 
Bronze Award 

~ ifl ffi!I ii 7d1 mu~~<• ti a mm ffii n>11o.1 • 

V SING HONG KONG LIMITED 

Introduction 

VSING is a fun, exciting, and fair music arena interactive 
platform, provides professional stage lighting, sound 
equipment, creates standards and rules for vocal sports. 
Launched in Hong Kong in 2022. There are over 20 VSING 
stores. Users of the VSING app can select songs to perform 
on stage, and other users can use V GEM within the app to 
send virtual gifts to the performers, triggering different 
stunning stage effects and interactive effects. 

The core philosophy of VSING is "SING TO EARN", where 
users can earn V POINT by singing. When users accumulate 
a certain number of V POINT, they can view and redeem 
items of different values in the Marketplace within the VSING 
app. Their vision is to become a stage that moves the world, 
and to create the highest level of music competition system. 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~ JiU~ § ~~ ai 
ii'T12::1=--E3ii'TDC 

The company's core philosophy revolves around the concept 
of SING-TO-EARN, where they provide high-quality music 
performance equipment and systems to enable individuals to 
showcase their talent and earn rewards which brings 
entertainment to a new level. 
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ICT Startup (Software and Apps) 
Certificate of Merit 

~iflffi!ltt1cJ1mu~~<•tiamm1tin>t•~111~ 

Liquid Tech Limited 

'LIQUID 
Introduction 

Liquid Web 3 Decentralized Identities Wallet is an 
amalgamation of real-world global standards, Al, and 
blockchain technology, representing the vanguard of digital 
identity management. It harnesses the reliability of 
established standards, the precision of Al, and the security of 
blockchain, offering a solution that's both user-centric and 
resilient. 

Liquid's wallet not only upholds user privacy but also offers 
enhanced interoperability across platforms. The benefits are 
manifold: heightened digital trust, reduced identity fraud, and 
a seamless user experience. Embrace the future with Liquid's 
groundbreaking decentralized wallet solution, where 
innovation meets real-world applicability. Benefits & Value 
Propositions: 

- Global Standard Adherence: Ensures compatibility and 
acceptance universally. 

- Al-enhanced Security: Advanced face recognition and 
liveness checking ensure only genuine users gain access. 

- Blockchain Reliability: Immutable records promise top-tier 
security and fraud resistance. 

- Decentralized Infrastructure: Removes centralized points of 
failure and enhances data sovereignty. 

- Selective Disclosure: Share only what's necessary, 
maintaining utmost privacy. 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~li JiU~ § ~ ~ ai 
ii'T12::1=--E3ii'TDC 

Liquid's solution offers enhanced security and streamlined 
customer onboarding for businesses and institutions. Their 
application across diverse sectors showcases the broad 
potential of their technology as a Web3 wallet. 
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ICT Startup (Social Impact) 
Gold Award 
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PanopticAI Limited ½:llt§lfffifl'IJfl~aJ 

Introduction r.nfl 

Vitals is an award-winning camera-based health and wellness 
monitoring solution that makes measuring, interpreting and 
managing personal health contactless, affordable and as 
easy as smiling at a camera. Built on state-of-the-art artificial 
intelligence and signal processing, Vitals delivers 
comprehensive digital biomarkers with medical grade 
accuracy in under 30 seconds, providing insights into your 
cardiovascular, respiratory and nervous systems, and more. 

Vitals can be installed on common consumer devices, 
transforming personal smartphones into real-time biomarker 
scanners. It makes health and wellness monitoring more 
accessible, especially in a digitally connected world with a 
rapidly aging population, while reducing the burden on the 
healthcare system. It also provides personal wellness and 
fitness data that is revolutionising the consumer markets 
across remote healthcare, personal wellness, insurtech and 
more. Actively developed by a strong in-house R&D team 
comprising multidisciplinary experts and academics, Vitals is 
science based, research driven and validated by the 
international scientific community and regulatory bodies. 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~ JiU~ § ~~ ai 
ii'T12::1=--E3ii'TDC 

The camera-based monitoring solution offers an efficient and 
cost-effective alternative to traditional contact-based health 
devices. PanopticAl's innovation directly enhances users' 
quality of life, making it a compelling value proposition. 
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ICT Startup (Social Impact) 
Silver Award 

~iflffi!JJ17d1PaU~~Cf±MRIU)I~-

Vidi Labs Limited 

Introduction 

Vidi 
Labs 

Seekr by Vidi Labs is a compact, discreet wearable tech 
helping visually-impaired people navigate spaces 
independently and safely through computer vision. 

The Seekr device is a first-of-its-kind compact wearable ever 
to be designed for, and with the visually-impaired community. 
Deviating from medical and bulky looking form factors, the 
team packed the locally-run machine learning algorithm into a 
camera equipped clip-on device no bigger than a match box, 
which collects visual data and sends a curated audio feed of 
information to users through any Bluetooth-enabled earpiece. 

The companion app makes our solution even more holistic, 
and works seamlessly with the accessibility features on 
smartphones. Established in 2021, it developed 4 iterations 
of working prototypes, customised our user experience 
design, and curated all training data according to the actual 
needs of VIPs. This is achieved by close partnerships with the 
three largest blind institutions covering a large percentage of 
the 200,000 VIPs in Hong Kong, and over 100 focus group 
interviews with VIPs. The team outruns many existing 
assistive tech in terms of user experience, community 
engagement, robustness of algorithm, and most important of 
all, VIP-oriented product and use case development. 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~ JiU~ § ~ ~m = 
ii1"1:0:1=--EID1UC 

The solution aims to help those visually-impaired people for 
outdoor activities and try to leverage the innovative 
technology to change their way of life with a tiny wearable 
devices. 
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ICT Startup (Social Impact) 
Silver Award 
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CHOMP Limited 

CHC'MP, 
Introduction 

CHOMP is Hong Kong's food-saving app with a mission to 
reduce food waste by connecting F&B businesses, like 
restaurants and cafes, with customers who can purchase 
discounted meal boxes containing unsold items. Since 2021, 
they' ve saved over 3000 kg of edible food from going to 
landfills, partnering with 140+ establishments, including 
renowned brands such as Maxim' s, Shangri-La, Flash 
Coffee, and more. Their efforts have garnered attention and 
recognition from various media outlets, including Forbes, 
SCMP, NowTV, Ming Pao, and Tatler, further spreading 
awareness about the importance of reducing food waste. 

CHOMP is committed to supporting local businesses while 
championing the cause of food waste reduction. Firmly 
believing that by collaborating with their extensive network of 
F&B partners and engaging customers in the fight against 
food waste, we can all make a tangible impact on our 
planet's sustainability. 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~ JiU~ § ~~ ai 
ii'T12::1=--E3ii'TDC 

The CHOMP food-saving app presents an innovative solution 
to address food waste and promote sustainable living in 
Hong Kong. This not only helps customers avoid food waste 
but also enables businesses to increase their revenue and 
reduce costs. 
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ICT Startup (Social Impact) 
Certificate of Merit 
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Hong Kong Univisual Intelligent Technology Limited 

flulf ■IRMtt fl° ~ll ~ 6J 

<f)HKUiT 
Introduction 

HKUIT's flagship innovation, the Behaviour Ergonomics 
Smart Technology & Al Motion Capture, Detection & 
Prediction System (Branded as BEST-AMOS), combines 
avant-garde technology with a commitment to societal 
enhancement. Its applications include elevating child safety 
standards, refining security through CCTV analysis, 
integrating with infrastructure projects, providing medical 
supervision, and enhancing sports education. Collaborations 
with esteemed organizations like Hong Chi Children Home, 
HK Police Force, Sun Hung Kai Properties, MTR, and 
hospitals showcase its efficacy. Guided by Social Safety, 
Social Sustainability, and Social Healthiness, BEST-AMOS 
exemplifies technology-driven societal enrichment. 

"Artificial Intelligent for Children Protection" , aim to enhance 
the safety of children in schools and child centre equipped 
with 24-hour CCTV security system, this system can also act 
as a robotic inspector to continuously monitor every camera. 
When any abnormal situation occurs, the system can detect 
it and report it to the supervisor to ensure the safety of the 
children. Some organizations, like Hong Chi Children Home 
and Hong Kong Society for the Protection of Children, are 
piloting this Al technology to improve the safety and quality of 
service. 

Comments from Judging Panel 
~li JiU~ § ~ ~ ai 
iiT12::1=--E3iiTDC 

The solution concentrates on addressing social problems, 
such as drowning, child abuse, and child safety, 
demonstrates their commitment to creating a positive social 
impact. 
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Introduction of Leading Organiser 
■BiflflfJifl 

Wisher I Thinker I Innovator I Accelerator 

Hong Kong Wireless Technology Industry Association 
(WTIA), established in 2001, is a not-for-profit, 
politically-neutral trade association dedicated to the 
wireless and mobile industry. 

The Association acts as a platform, an aggregator, and a 
community for industry professionals to advance and 
facilitate the development of wireless, mobile, and 
emerging innovative technologies. 

We aim to enable technological breakthroughs and 
accelerate various applications of state-of-the-art 
technologies in cross-domain industries. Together, we are 
dedicated to shaping Hong Kong into a top-class 
innovation and technology smart hub. 

Throughout all these years, WTIA is glad and honored to 
have support from all corners of the ICT Industry. We strive 
to gather like-minded professionals by organising various 
online and offline activities to facilitate our goals. 

Enquiry 
§~ _ijDJ 
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Tel~!§ : 2989-9164 Email ~i-tJ3 : ictstartup@hkwtia.org 

lnsidW Linked In 
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